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Motherhood presents all sorts of opportunities and challenges, as well as visions and assumptions of what being a
'mother' means. From being addressed as the CEO, CFO, chef and driver of the household, to being considered (by some)
the front line of children's upbringing, mothers face all sorts of filters and pre-defined notions that 'shape' how we see
ourselves, and how others see us.
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If there's anything I have learnt from being a mum so far, it is that we make ourselves up as we go.
Whether it is as full time child carers and family managers, juggling kids and work, being the bread
winners, the single mums, or having a rock solid companion to rely on, the deeper I get into
motherhood, the more I notice how it is like peeling an onion - cutting through layers and layers of
social dogmas, pre-filled stories and narratives, and my own bias. 

According to the Research Office of the Legislative Council Secretariat (2019), whilst the size of local
female workforce in Hong Kong has expanded by a total of 515000 or 45% to 1.66 million in the last
20 years, work participation of younger mothers aged 25-39 has receded. Inadequate childcare
services and rigid workplace arrangements seem to be the key reasons holding back mothers from
work. Additionally, more than half of employers in the city say they prefer not to hire women with
children (EOC, 2018). 
 
Working women are also seen to bear the main burden of household responsibilities: a study
shows that females perform 2.2 unpaid hours of household work every day, four times more than
men, who do merely 36 minutes a day. Thus, one-third of women who drop out of the workforce
cite family care duties as the reason.
 
Mothers - particularly new mums - are more vulnerable to mental health issues: 1 in 10 new mums
in Hong Kong struggle with postnatal depression (Centre for Health Protection, 2018), and yet this
condition remains unveiled and taboo amongst our families, friends and in the workplace. Finally,
according to an article published on Psychology Today (2018)  "being a mom is perhaps the most
all-inclusive and demanding job in the history of “man”kind" and yet "most mums feel
unappreciated, (...) taken for granted" and in no right to expect any kind of appreciation for the work
they do every day.

Throughout our #embracingmotherhood campaign,
HKMomtrepreneurs will host events, webinars, workshops and
produce articles on some key topics surrounding motherhood:
change, sustainability, learning, health and wellbeing, and
relationships. We welcome you and everyone to join us on May
9th, 2020, at UBS Offices in Central, where our yearly fundraising,
flaghsip event will take place. 

Hong Kong Momtrepreneurs (HKM) is the first non-profit organisation in Hong Kong supporting busy mothers to
continue having their entrepreneurial ventures.  In its initial journey, HKM has received support from women and
men from all walks of life and has extended its help to many mothers already. 
 
HKM strong network of community needs more support now. #EmbracingMotherhood is also the opening for HKM’s
crowdfunding campaign for 2020 to support HKM and other women organisations.

A huge thanks to the amazing group of volunteers from HKMomtrepreneurs who are devoting their time, skills and resources to making this campaign and event meaningful
and impactful. It is a huge honour to work alongside Lena Wong - HKMomtrepreneurs Executive Director - and Deepa Kamath, Sindy Leung, Rena Ahuja, Jenny Zhang, Ingrid
Chan and Priyanka Maheshwari.
 
I hope to cross paths and meet with you all throughout this year so that we can, together, shape the way in which different people and sectors  embrace motherhood,
without boundaries.  
 

Motherhood is a journey of discovery; of unlearning, re-learning
and self-meaning making with others. Motherhood is also a role
that can be experienced and needs to be understood and
honoured, not just by mothers, but by society as a whole. This is
why, coming to our second anniversary, HKM is looking to
celebrate #EmbracingMotherhood as our 2020 flagship theme:
to redefine the meaning of motherhood, without boundaries. 



Visit our website or social media:
   
www.hkmomtreprenurs.com
    
hkmomtrepreneurs
 
hello@hkmomtrepreneurs.com
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